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Earth Science Chapter 9 Section 1 Review

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____ 1. Wegener’s continental drift hypothesis stated that all the continents once joined together to form ____.
a. two major supercontinents
b. two major supercontinents and three smaller continents
c. one major supercontinent
d. three major supercontinents

____ 2. The supercontinent in the continental drift hypothesis was called ____.
a. Panthalassa c. Mesosaurus
b. Pangaea d. Africa

____ 3. What hypothesis states that the continents were once joined to form a single supercontinent?
a. plate tectonics c. continental drift
b. seafloor spreading d. paleomagnetism

____ 4. One kind of evidence that supports Wegener’s hypothesis is that ____.
a. the same magnetic directions exist on different continents
b. major rivers on different continents match
c. land bridges still exist that connect major continents
d. fossils of the same organism have been found on different continents

____ 5. Evidence about ancient climates indicates that ____.
a. glacial ice once covered much of what is now India and Australia
b. continents in the Northern Hemisphere today were once centered over the South Pole
c. continents in the Southern Hemisphere today were once centered over the North Pole
d. no continents occupied the Southern Hemisphere

____ 6. The geographic distribution of the swimming reptile Mesosaurus provides evidence that ____.
a. Europe was covered by a shallow sea when Mesosaurus lived
b. a land bridge existed between Australia and India
c. South America and Africa were once joined
d. the Atlantic Ocean was wider when Mesosaurus lived than it is now

____ 7. Which of the following was NOT used in support of the continental drift hypothesis?
a. fossil evidence c. ancient climate
b. paleomagnetism d. fit of South America and Africa

____ 8. How did opponents of continental drift account for the existence of similar fossils on widely separated 
continents?
a. parallel evolution c. large ocean rafts
b. oceanic currents d. migration across land bridges

____ 9. What was the main reason Wegener’s continental drift hypothesis was rejected?
a. He was not well liked by other scientists.
b. He could not provide a mechanism for the movement of the continents.
c. He could provide only illogical explanations for the movement of the continents.
d. His evidence was incorrect.
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____ 10. Wegener’s idea that tidal forces might cause continental drift was shown to be impossible when it was ____.
a. determined that Earth’s magnetic field was too strong
b. shown that the tidal forces needed to move continents would stop Earth’s rotation
c. determined that Earth’s density was too low
d. shown that no tides occurred 200 million years ago

Completion
Complete each statement.

 11. In the continental drift hypothesis, a supercontinent called ____________________ was proposed.

 12. One type of evidence that supports Wegener’s continental drift hypothesis is the existence of 
____________________ that begin on one continent and continue on another.

 13. Most scientists in Wegener’s day rejected his hypothesis for continental drift because he could not explain 
a(n) ____________________ for how continents can move.

Short Answer

 14. Briefly summarize Alfred Wegener’s hypothesis of continental drift.

 15. List four lines of evidence that supported the hypothesis of continental drift.

 16. Why did most scientists reject Wegener’s hypothesis of continental drift?
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Essay

 17. Describe the evidence that supported Wegener’s hypothesis of continental drift.
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 1. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.1
 2. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.1
 3. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.1
 4. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.2
 5. ANS: A PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.2
 6. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.2
 7. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.2
 8. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.3
 9. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.3
 10. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 9.3

COMPLETION

 11. ANS: Pangaea

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.1
 12. ANS: mountain belts

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.2
 13. ANS: 

mechanism
process

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 9.3

SHORT ANSWER

 14. ANS: 
About 200 million years ago, the supercontinent called Pangaea broke up into smaller continents that began 
drifting to their present positions.

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 9.1
 15. ANS: 

Evidence that supported continental drift included the fit of the continents, similar fossils on different 
continents, similar rock types on different continents, matching mountain belts, and climate evidence.

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.2
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 16. ANS: 
Wegener did not have a reasonable mechanism for the movement of continents.

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 9.3

ESSAY

 17. ANS: 
The first evidence Wegener saw that the continents were once joined was the puzzle-like fit of continents, 
such as South America and Africa. He also found fossil evidence of organisms, such as Mesosaurus, that he 
theorized could not have traveled between widely separated continents or crossed land bridges. Similar rock 
types and mountain belts that match across ocean basins also provided evidence that the continents were once 
joined. An example of a mountain belt that extends across currently separated continents is the Appalachian 
Mountains. This mountain belt extends across eastern North America and matches up with the Caledonian 
Mountains in the British Islands and Europe. Another major line of evidence is from ancient climates. 
Evidence of a tropical climate was found on continents that are currently in higher latitudes. Evidence of 
glaciation was found in areas that are now found in mainly tropical climates, such as southern Africa, 
southern South America, India, and Australia.

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 9.2


